GCSE Results Success 2017

This was the first year of the new 9-1 grades in English Language,
English Literature and Mathematics. We are pleased that 13% of our
Year 11 students achieved A* equivalent (Grade 8 or Grade 9) in
Maths, with 7% achieving the top Grade 9. In English, 9% of students
achieved A* equivalent in at least one of their two English GCSEs.

Emma, Alexandra, Tom and Jonah
celebrate fantastic results
67% of students achieved Grade 4 or above (equivalent to Grade C or above) in English and in Maths and, in order to
compare with the old measure, 61% of students achieved equivalent to 5 GCSEs at Grade C or above, including English
and Maths. There were some good subject results, including the percentage of students at Grade A or above (including
equivalent) in Music 70%, Health and Social Care 63%, Chemistry 45%, Physics 30%, Business, 26%, Geography 26%,
Maths 26%.
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Aaron Jhutti

Particular congratulations go to the following students who achieved
at least 10 Grade As:
Marcus Tranter on 3 Grade 9s, 7 A* Grades and one Grade A,
Alexandra Davies and Emma Davies who each achieved results which
included 8 A* Grades or equivalent.
Jonah Clarke whose results included 7 A* Grades or equivalent.
Tom Anderson whose results included 5 A* Grades or equivalent
And special congratulations to Maryam Jan, Archie Littlewood and
Aaron Jhutti on the most overall progress and on results which
included 9 Grade As.

‘I am so happy!’
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Quotes from students:
‘I am very pleased with my results. There was a good working vibe among teachers and students; we inspired each other
on in a motivational sense.’
‘I am really amazed – really happy. We worked hard and started revising early.’
‘I am overwhelmed. There was good support from teachers and the revision sessions were really helpful.’
‘I am very happy. Thanks to all my teachers for being so helpful and taking time out of their schedule to help me when I
needed it.’

Some of the words from proud parents:
‘We are really proud of him. The teachers have been brilliant and supportive.’
‘I am very proud of him. I am glad that his hard work paid off.’

Quote from Headteacher Nigel Sellars:
‘I am proud of the achievements of all of our students and in particular of some outstanding results.’

